[Examination by image analysis for determining quantitative DNA parameters of serous papillary adenocarcinoma of the endometrium--a single case analysis].
Serous-papillary adenocarcinoma of the endometrium are rare tumors. We describe DNA-parameters of such a tumor. Imprint-cytologies were taken from 6 different tumor sites (myometrial invasion and 5 additional tumor localizations) and subjected to image-cytophotometry in order to determine their DNA-parameters. All histograms showed an aneuploid DNA-pattern. The DNA-malignancy grade (DNA-MG) was 2.21 +/- 0.11 on median and the 5c exceeding rate (5c ER) was 15.37 +/- 4.17 on median. These results and the slight variability of DNA-pattern at the reported serous-papillary adenocarcinoma support the hypothesis of an own entity of this tumor. Additionally, the high values of DNA-MG and 5c ER confirm the well known aggressive behavior of this tumor entity.